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2 Comments

On the ninth day of Christmas, my true love sent to me…

9 Cheeses in a Cheese Grotto

8 Bottles of Bubbles

7 Winning Wine Clubs,

6 Gorgeous Glasses,

5 Organic Wine Guides, 

4 Wine Books,

3 Phone Soaps,

2 Festive Wines,

and a Wine Calendar from Wine4Me!

Of course, there had to be a bottle of wine to go with that cheese, please, a 2017 Michel

Magnien Bourgogne Pinot Noir  ($SRP 30); And a baguette too!

And what a healthy gift! Wine and Cheese is a gift of health according to this study from the

University of Iowa. 

I specifically purchased cheeses to produce a plate of pinot pleasers:

1. White Stilton with Cranberry,

2. Brilliant Saravin with Truffles,

3. Cypress Grove Truffle Tremor,

4. Emma Le Marechael Raw milk cheese aged 60 days or more,

5. Taleggio,

6. Rouge Creamery Oregon Blue,

7. Isigny Ste Mere Aged Mimolette,

8. LaTur

9. Truffle brie round which Sue wrapped in puff pastry 

plus pate because I love pinot and pate! 

Today, 12/21/20 is the first day of winter, when days again grow longer once again, a time of

renewal and reflection. What better wine than one that honors the sun, the earth, the moon,

and the stars on the label? 

2017 Domaine Michel Magnien Pinot Noir, Bourgogne 

ABV 13% 

SRP $30

Appellation Bourgogne Control 

1500 bottles produced

We love biodynamic wines, and this one overdelivers for the reasonable price point of $30. I

would love to see this wine on a restaurant list.  Domaine Michel Magnien began

experimenting with organic back in the late 1990s in the village of Morey-Saint-Denis in

Bourgogne and achieved biodynamic certification from Demeter in 2015 which is also when

Michel Magnien began using no new oak and bottling sans fining or filtration. To bring even

more of a sense of purity of the fruit and to eliminate the taste of wood in the wine, they age

part of the production in small clay jars.

Why biodynamic? On their website, they explain that biodynamic farming “strengthens the

vitality and the resistance of plants, by improving the natural exchanges between the ground

and the roots on one hand, and between the sky and the plant on the other hand.” 

Further, biodynamic practices develops and maintains a stronger relationship between the

plant and the planet, and this exchange between the two grows higher quality grapes and a

better wine: “The biodynamic method aims at revitalizing and at intensifying the organic life in

the environment where the vine lives. This process has the effect of giving more life to the

grounds on which take root and increase vines to reveal the expression of the Burgundy soils in

their just translation.”

Biodynamics pays attention to the cosmos “allows the plant to strengthen and to energize itself

thanks to the natural powers rather than to work it against its nature. The Moon, a strong

influence on liquids in particular on sap of vines, brings rhythm each step of Frédéric Magnien’s

in the diapason of its cycles.” Observing the phases of the Moon, working with “respect of the

cosmic elements, the meticulous observation of plants and the listening of the soil. Each bottle

translates with loyalty the purity of appellations, the passion of the vine, and the influence of

the natural elements thanks to the biodynamic principles,” they say on their website.

We both loved the label with the sun, the moon, the earth, and the stars…

Color: Very pale, translucent, looks very festive, garnet, very pale pink rim, cloudy yet quite

pale

Nose: Raspberry, cranberry, rhubarb, earthy, 

Palate: Very smooth, light bright fruit, raspberry, followed by nice earthen characteristics. This

is not a heavy hitting wine. It is clean and crisp and light, elegant and with finesse, lots of

acidity, decently long finish, oak is not present, you really taste the fruit. Wine aged in amphora

which really brought out the lovely, pure fruit.

Pairing: “Wow, just wow, said Sue after taking a bite of the Brilliant Saravin with Truffles paired

with the wine. Like dying and going to heaven. So fantastic are the two together. The sweet

cream of the cheese, and the earthy richness of the truffle, and the fruit of the wine are so

amazing together. We followed that with the truffle mousse pate and we were both wowed by

how well they went together. We know from experience that Pinot and pate always go together.

Sue feels that Taleggio is more of a cooking cheese than a cheese plate cheese. Make a

 mushroom lasagne using Taleggio cheese and pair with this wine.

The truffle tremor was one of Sue’s favorite bites of the entire evening.

The wine cut the creaminess of the cheese, and the richness of the truffe

enhanced the wine: so fantastic.

Absolutely decadent with our LaTur. The wine loves creamy rich buttery food. The Isgny Ste

Mere yearned for a jam smeared over the top to make it work. It was close to a cheddar and

we wanted a bit more to go with the wine. The stilton with cranberry was also a great pair; we

both loved how the fruit of the wine and the cheese came together brightening them both.

 With the Oregon blue the muskiness of the blue and the wine worked well together, but I

wanted the blue to be on a burger to truly enjoy. The Mimolette with the wine is an earthy

experience grounding both the wine and the cheese.

So great was the wine and the cheese plate together that we wanted

nothing more in life, reminding us of when we were in France last year

enthralled with the wine and cheese of the country.

There is nothing better than the right wine with the perfect cheese. It is

a match made in heaven. Tried, tested, and true. 

On the first day of winter, when the light returns with the promise of

spring and warmer days and with the conjunction of two planets

recreating the star of Bethlehem what more could you ask for?

Thank you for commenting & sharing! Cheers!
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WINE PREDATOR GWENDOLYN ALLEY,
MEMBER OF THE 2019 US WINE
TASTING TEAM

MEMBER, 2019 US WINE TASTING TEAM
Graduate, VinItaly Wine Ambassador Course

After starting my Art Predator blog November
2007, I began Wine Predator and attended
the First Wine Bloggers Conference in
Sonoma in 2008, followed by the second in
2009.

In November 2009, I went to the European
Wine Bloggers Conference then to the
Alentejo Region of Portugal on a wine tour
sponsored by Enoforum WInes.

In 2010, I won a scholarship to attend the
Wine Bloggers Conference in Walla Walla as
well as a pre-conference trip to learn more
about Washington wine.

In 2011, I explored by VW van the wine
regions of the Northwest: Idaho, Washington,
Oregon and Northern California. I also spoke
about wine and food pairing at the
International Food Bloggers Conference in
Santa Monica.

In 2012, I participated in the Wine Bloggers
Conference in Portland where I gave an
Ignite!Wine presentation.

Also in 2012, Sue Hill -- a childhood friend
who manages Cantara's tasting room -- began
working with me in menu development, as a
chef, and as a scribe; the focus of the blog
began to shift to more food and wine
pairings.

In 2013 I won a scholarship to attend the
Wine Bloggers Conference in Penticton,
Canada; I also participated in a press trip to
Lake Chelan, Washington.

In 2014, I attended WBC14 in Santa Barbara
and the Wine Tourism Conference in Paso
Robles, CA.

In 2015, I continued my wine education by
attending numerous industry events in LA as
well as participating in various online tasting
events with wines from around the world.

In 2016, I presented at both the International
Food Bloggers Conference in Sacramento and
the Wine Bloggers Conference in Lodi (where
I was the concluding speaker of the
conference).

In 2017, I published over 100 posts, many
with an emphasis on food and wine pairings. I
attended the International Food Bloggers
Conference in Sacramento and the Wine
Bloggers Conference in Santa Rosa. Press
trips took me to LA, Lodi, San Luis Obispo,
Napa, Lake, El Dorado, and Mendocino
counties.

In 2018, in addition to attending industry
wine events in LA, I joined the LA Wine
Writers group for luncheons and a week long
press trip to Oregon. With help from Sue Hill,
I published almost 100 articles.

In February 2019, I took the VinItaly Italian
Wine Ambassador Course in LA.

In July 2019, Sue and I competed in the US
Wine Tasting Championships. Our second
place finish put us on the US Wine Tasting
Team to compete in France in October 2019.

We publish, on average, two blog posts a
week with most of them featuring food and
wine pairings as well as tasting notes and
information about the winery.

Areas of interest and expertise include
biodynamic wine, food, travel, geography, and
culture. I have undergraduate degrees in
Literature/Creative Writing and Environmental
Studies from UC Santa Cruz, and graduate
degrees in Education, English, and
Ecopsychology; I teach writing at the college
level. Sue has a degree in Liberal Studies and
a Masters in School Administration; she's an
administrator and a teacher at an elementary
school.

Who knows where we will prowl next? You
can reach me by email: gwendolynalley AT
yahoo DOT com.
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Diane Von Heyneman
December 22, 2020 at 11:00 am

This sounds like a winner for this cheese lover. Really liked the pic of the bottle and
pomegranate on the fence 

❤
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Gwendolyn Alley aka Art Predator
December 26, 2020 at 11:18 am

Thank you Diane! Yes you’d love these cheeses. Looking forward to
tasting wine and cheese again with you when it’s safe and e’re allowed!
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